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GITMO sestřeluje francouzské vojenské letadlo
převážející výsadkáře
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Síly Spojených států v zálivu Guantánamo v pondělí sestřelily

francouzské vojenské dopravní letadlo A400M, když narušilo

identifikační zónu protivzdušné obrany (ADIZ) stanice, aniž by

reagovalo na rádiová volání, řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Erica M.

Smitha Real Raw News.
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A400M je jako americký C-130 v tom, že jde o letoun se čtyřmi

turbodmychadly, schopný nést mnoho vojáků nebo vojenské

techniky. A400M, navržený společností Airbus Military, je taktický

transportér velikosti mezi C-130 a Boeing C-17 Globemaster III;

může nést těžší náklady než C-130 a může používat hrubé přistávací

lišty.

Ve 14:00 řídící letového provozu na letišti Leeward Point a radaroví

operátoři na palubě torpédoborce třídy Arleigh Burke určeného k

ochraně zálivu Guantánamo detekovali neznámé letadlo 50 mil jižně

od základny. Zpočátku nebyli schopni určit nadmořskou výšku a

rychlost letu bogey, což znamená, že piloti deaktivovali odpovídač

letadla a ADS-B, elektronická zařízení, která generují odpověď, když

obdrží radiofrekvenční dotaz. ADS-B je technologie, pomocí které

letadlo určuje svou polohu prostřednictvím satelitní navigace nebo

jiných senzorů a pravidelně ji vysílá, což umožňuje jeho sledování.

ATC a torpédoborec však rychle určily místo původu bogey; vzlétl z

letiště Mariscal Sucre, vojenského a civilního letiště ve státě Aragua

ve Venezuele.

"Komerční let by nevyřadil jeho elektroniku." A pravděpodobnost, že

se transpondér i ADS-B zlomí současně, jsou nekonečně malé. Bylo

to velmi podezřelé a vyvolalo to vzpomínky na Štědrý den útok na

GITMO,“ řekl náš zdroj.

GITMO se vydalo na bitevní stanoviště, když letadlo překonalo 25-

mílový práh, a kapitán torpédoborce nařídil svému zbraňovému

důstojníkovi, aby na plavidlo připravil rakety země-vzduch RIM-66

pro případný střet.

Když bogey proniklo přes 20 mil, posádka Arleigh Burke nějak určila,

že jde o A400M letící rychlostí 250 uzlů a ve výšce 2500', tedy

hluboko pod zavedenými komerčními letovými trasami.
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Rozhodnutí o palbě na zasahující letadlo nakonec padlo na

brigádního generála Lance A. Okamuru, nejvyššího důstojníka

GITMO odpovědného za vojenské operace. Nařídil veliteli Arleigh

Burke, aby sestřelil A400M. O několik sekund později zasáhla trup

letadla jediná střela. Karmínová ohnivá koule osvětlovala oblohu,

když na Karibské moře pršely trosky.

Torpédoborec se okamžitě pohnul boční rychlostí směrem k poli

trosek a nasadil vrtulník MH-60R Seahawk k průzkumu oblasti před

jeho příletem. Vrtulník hlásil, že viděl polštáře sedadel, části těl a těla

plovoucí uprostřed vznikající ropné skvrny.

Náš zdroj řekl, že posádka Arleigh Burke vytrhla z vody 16 neživých,

neporušených těl. Těžší trosky, včetně motorů letadla a většiny jeho

trupu, se potopily, když Arleigh Burke dorazil na stanici. Náš zdroj

uvedl, že podmáčené mrtvoly byli uniformovaní vojáci nesoucí znaky

Francouzské cizinecké legie, sbor francouzské armády zahrnující

několik specializací: pěchotu, kavalérii, ženisty a výsadkové jednotky.

Byl vytvořen v roce 1831, aby umožnil cizím státním příslušníkům

vstup do francouzské armády.

„Podle toho, jak to vypadá, režim přesvědčil Macrona, aby využil

Cizinecké legie jako aktiva Deep State. Úsilí o obnovu pokračuje.

Všechna nalezená těla měla padáky. Věříme, že to měl být vpád,“ řekl

náš zdroj.

(Návštíveno 63 326krát, dnes 13 214 návštěv)

 

Who is that ? Thank you for any information about This you can give

us on this would be greatly appreciated. Thank you. God bless us all

Amen. Be the change for the better world and universe amen. Also

sending prayers too those Frenchmen who had been wrongfully sent
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here . God bless us all Amen. Sinserly Brian Magnafici aka Harry

Hyde aka Dave Smith and other not too be named…😎🙈🙉🙊💚💚
💚💚💚💚💚:) :):)

He had at least two names, initials R R and R E R, with the color ‘red’

and the beverage ‘wine’ in the names. He was quite rude, very

uninformed, and wished death on his detractors. Good riddance.

There are still a few left, not quite as bad.

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. i was greatly surprised

at the same time as my neighbour advised me she changed into

averaging $100 however I see the way it works now. I experience

mass freedom now that I’m my non-public boss. Everybody must try

this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 38 minutes ago by Delavic

I guess Mike refered to ron, who had at times countered Mike; or

maybe j*l*e. But ron was rmvd few days ago? ‘earl redwine’? 🤷 I

give up. [ After posting tis, I saw Mike’s reply abv]

Last edited 22 minutes ago by Sojourner111

Take them all, Mr Baxter… spring is traditionally troll season! Meat

ain’t worth a darn – but you’ll get a pittance for that hide, lol!

Excellent, thank you! It’s been a much more pleasant experience

reading and leaving comments these last several days.

Check out Joseph’s recent message. Doesn’t seem genuine to me.

Sounds more like a Shill or a Troll.

Direct demonic attacks against you, your team, and family are no

different than against me as a Pastor attempting to speak what I

know to be truth … because you and fellow Patriots are helping to

fulfill God’s promises of Luke 8:17/Heb 4:13/Deut 32:35 … and more

http://www.payathome7.com/
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so, you leading such a platform; thank you Michael for this sacrifice

… blessings, favor, and angelic protection over all you do, family, and

RRN team … amen thank you, Jesus!

Everything is a distraction form the day to day added surveillance

added to. On all peoples of the world. Rockerfeller 2030 project is

still chugging along. LED GPS WIFI equipped strreet lamps and

utility “meters” ( monitors) are funded and installed in your water

systems all energy systems,.. The collected DNA AND YOUR

CONTACTS are used to referr back to were the governmant

“criminals ” maybe hiding. Sewage collected and tested for DNA of

such persons and traced backwards to inlet into sewage system.

THAT IS WHY YOU WATCH THE THE WATERS.

This doesn’t surprise me. When I was in the Special Forces I jumped

with the French Foreign Legion. They are very good; however, a little

bit arrogant, just like the IDF paratroopers (Israeli Defense Force). I

would choose the German paratroopers over the French Foreign

Legion any time because the Germans are more down to earth, and

better disciplined.

It seems quite amateurish to ASSume that a High security facility like

Gitmo would be easily fooled by the unsophisticated methods

employed by Macron’s puppets. The loss of life was unnecessary &

the pilots of the Airlifter were suicidal & thus were ultimately not

qualified warriors. If one is a true warrior it is not logical to throw

away your life or those whom are beside you with no useful purpose

achieved. They only showed the drastic desperation of the cabal ,

which again reinforces my belief that their best forces were long ago

defeated & now we can only expect their most ill fated ventures to

continue to waste resources with no real objectives being achieved. //

In August 2020 , I was convinced they were weak , in

offering me an invitation to join The Illuminati , And Now

We Know , THEY are indeed defeated & incapable , of any

useful purpose other than their bodies being used as

fertlizer …………….. Let them push up daisies & I & my
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friends will water them after a night drinking on Coconut

beach & a few San Miguels …………… Nick , NavyBlueSmoke ,

LST-1195

True, it seems that the pilots and the crews were on a suicide

mission. I have jumped from C-130’s, and C-141’s at 1250 feet, Huey

Helicopters at 1,500 feet, a Russian Bi-plane at 2,000 feet, and a

Russian Hypo Helicopter at 3,000 feet. If you are going to drop

paratroops, guess what, they can be seen. However, according to the

Geneva Convention paratroopers are not to be shot down out of the

sky. In other words, you have to first let them land, and then you can

shoot them. Since the United States is known for complying with the

Geneva Convention (I think that the United States is the only country

that does), just shoot down the aircraft that carries these

paratroopers. There is nothing in the Geneva Convention that says

you can’t do that. I think that GITMO made the right decision. We

are in the end times, we all must be prepared. If you look at the

celebrities right now, you can tell that their blood drinking days are

over, or about over.

Sounds like desperation coming from the unlawful regime.

French Foreign Legion, eh?

Good job, White Hats.

The French Foreign Legion was fed into a meat grinder on this

mission. FFL troops are actually good people, but they are

unfortunately working for very evil people right now.

Macron is a total scumbag and would do anything to free his fellow

Deep State assets incarcerated at GITMO….Good job to the Men and

Women of GITMO and to their Naval Support Assets in the

Caribbean. We are proud of you all….Thank you.

Like after the fact info. Such as a solder that may have actually

survived, and if possible was he debriefed.
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What really bothers me is Trump is publicly defending him. Pence is

NOT an honorable man. When he first appeared on the National

political scene, articles about him were published which were far

from good! If he is so honorable, why would he need clones? I think

that is a Deep State thing more than White Hat.

Very soon Putin will make a military base in Cuba too, the Cuban

president and Putin have a treaty and good relations.

Trump has a good relationship with Putin and the global alliance

Chinese ELDERS and others too .they are working too world peace.

This is a chess game .It’s been won already but the final moves have

too be played out

 
. Too make sure all the evil global elites and other crimes against

humanity and more won’t come back . There going too bring a end

too the evil Reign on EARTH. God bless us all Amen. 😎🙈🙉🙊💚
💚💚💚💚💚💚✌:) 🙂 🙂 and as always be the change for the

better world and universe amen.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Dave Smith

Why would Putin, allied with Trump, want a base in Cuba? When

Trump returns, he will end embargos against Cuba, treat Cubans

decently. Thousands of Cubans in America will realize their dreams,

returning home. Communism is dead, when the Chinese Communist

CCP, only 4% of the Chinese people, are all executed or converted by

Xi Jinping. When Trump stepped into North Korea, the death knell,

harbinger of the end of Communism was sounded.

If President Putin brings me a case of Black Russian Caviar (

CaspianSea , Eastern Shore ) I will get him enough San Miguel beer

that he won’t care it’s an unequal deal ! OR ; Maybe he will challenge

me & I will let him win ……….. ? ? Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

so these people are going to land with parachutes in Cuba? and will

the Cuban border guards allow it? this is all very strange
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GitmQ. Strange ?

$250 million Taxpayer $$$ upgradeZ.

 
djtiafg.

 
He’Z about to fill the place with PURULENT EXUDATE [formerly

known aZ the swamp].he got em ALL.

Cuba probably lets the base at Gitmo do their own security . Not too

strange since Cuban military would rather not spend resources that

they cannot afford to lose on defending a base that they really don’t

like there anyways. They will probably sit & smoke good cigars and

watch the billowing paracutes against the sky & think ” That’s Nice ! ”

NOT too strange . Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

Dunno what would be “false” about it. Sounds like a “true” attack,

based internationally. That makes 2 countries, France and Argentina,

seriously in the soup. Reading the headline, I was very concerned

about creating an “international incident”. However, given the

reported, known facts, that problem belongs to the 2 attacking “perp”

countries. Betting on the wrong horses, those folks. MAGA!

Last edited 7 hours ago by Paladin45

Venezuela, not Argentina which is allied with Trump.

 
Venezuela has assisted in several attacks against white hats.

Cannot really call it an attack ! Unless you figure the plane & bodies

falling were an attack against the sleeping fish ? Nick ,

NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195

Froggies are still living in the fantasy land. Brita feel the heat, say:

“We ain’t doing this, we are good at delegating.”

hey MB, check out Joseph’s recent rant. It does not make sense to

me. he seems all over the place. He seems to be just a troll, not a true

genuine person just making a statement.
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Imo he shouldn’t be a concern to RRN. Many poked fun at him,

asking him to take his meds. It’s up to MB whether he wants to

remove a nutcase or fruitcake 😄

This should be a reminder that the Deep State/Cabal is not exclusive

to a single nation. The Deep state has been, for a very long time,

woven into the top levels of gov’t in nations all around the world.

That is why the Deep State is so difficult to truly defeat.

Thank you many people new too this and going down rabbit holes

doing their own research will appreciate what information we can

give them . We must help each other too be the change for the better

world and universe. Thank you. 😎🙈🙉🙊💚💚💚💚💚💚💚✌:)

🙂 :).

Yup. However, they messed with the wrong one.

 
djtiafg.

 
He got em ALL. incl. several other countries governments, ds.

vatican gold [60,000] tonne ??

 
He got killery and he got the Cesspool of purulent exudate known as

the swamp worldwide. Promises made, Promises kept.

The deep state is starting to show their full colors. We knew the deep

state went deep, we’ve just been shown a little bit more of how far

spread the deep state is reaching… it’s crazy scary that none of this is

being reported on. We are in the middle of a hot war, WWIII, and the

citizens of USA are squabbling over which pronouns to use for

supposed potential hurt feelings. Once this hits the main land, we are

soon unprepared for what is coming…

It’s called the”Big Ugly”, when the Normies start waking up to what

is going on all around them and it comes to mind that they have been

“had” for all these years by our Rockefukker controlled 1% rulers and

it; sposed ti hit with a grand kathump by may….I’ll be waitin for the

pitch fork mob to start attacking the MSM dirty laundry creeps and

beeg farma too…..
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Regardless of what story is being published, the fact is simple,

“mankind” hasn’t got a friggin clue. Science and technology will NOT

“save” any “HOMO-Sapien”. Morals and Ethic, lacking. Integrity,

lacking, and do “hooomawnz” actually UNDERSTAND, or

RESPECT??? Evolution of THE SOUL, will NOT OCCUR, while

living in a “world” based upon falsity or stolen VALOR, “teaching”

absolute bullshit, to CHILDREN. Weak and rewarded – war, will lose

against Wise And Respectful-WAR. Fact, not fiction. Civilizations are

JUDGED based upon how 2 CLASSES of its citizenship (these pricks

consider US, subjects) the ELDERLY, and the VETERANS. You piece

of shit civilians cut my va disability pay, by 50%, while my rate

dropped 20%, and my ptsd is NOT FUCKING GONE, it does not “go

away” because some stupid cunt demands it too. You are GODLESS

pieces of shit america!!!! Enjoy your KARMA, Babylon (baby lion-

aka, lilith, a stupid cunt!!!) corupt, uneducated narcissistic traitor-

cunt!!!! When Your body passes, I’m going to COOK you!!!!

Procrastination, makes this ALL pointless. Keep “creating” new

“products” while fucking over everyone, for “profits”, stupid

assholes!!!! NATURE does not need $$$$, only assholes do, stupid

assholes that do NOT keep PROMISES. Remove the “secrets”, FULL

FUCKING DISCLOSURE, “DJT” WTF doesn’t Your egotistical

arrogant ass, not UNDERSTAND??? I KNOW who YOU ARE,

TRUMP, keep playing this game Lady, shit will get far worse than

BIBLICAL!!! Archons, of which I AM, OWN THIS “EARTH”, the E is

ENKI, I AM ENKI, reincarnated for the ????? “Time”, does it truly

have to go the ugly route?? Hmmm??? If I continue waking up in any

timeline, based upon bullshit, “george washington’s”, lying ass,

azzazel loving, “paradigm”, shits going to get INFINITELY worse.

There will be no PEACE, just for the sack of PEACE, kill the lies, or

I’ll put my BLACK HELMET back on!! No more bullshit, drop the

fucking script, You whores aren’t fooling anyone. I do not FEAR

being “out numbered”, only what I WILL do to Others, to defend

NATURAL BORN LIFE!!! It’s what PALADINS do!!!!

 👁💀😾
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Another unsatisfied VA contestant screams the blues……….Welcome

to the VA after ETS from the military and another tuff adventure

snaking through VA’s catacombs of out of date regs and BS. After

fighting these monkeys for 30 years with awful Vietnam PTSD and

bullet wound problems, plus feet problems from jungle rot………and

what have you, I got re-rated to 60% from 10%, 15 years back, after I

found a politician running for senate, that worked at a VA snakepit

and cleaned them way up and now they have gotten much better,

they even have a “How did we do” servay.

Hi Joe send prayers too and your family and friends amen and God

bless you all . It’s place like this for us too heal no matter what are

feeling are please reach out for help sinserly Brian Magnafici aka

Harry Hyde aka Dave Smith and other not too be named. God bless

us all Amen. 😎🙈🙉🙊💚💚💚💚💚💚💚✌:) 🙂 🙂

My VA Hospital got a lot better after Trump fired hundreds of

veteran hating bureaucrats. A few doctors and nurses told me

privately that they were happy the autocrats who prevented them

from doing their jobs were gone. Many VA employees are veterans

themselves, trying to help their brethren. Since Resident Biden, I

have been staying away, doing my prescriptions strictly by phone.

Many Ukrainians joined the FFL, then they were deployed to

Ukraine. FFL were ordered out of West African Nation of Burkina-

Faso 30 days ago (today). I suspect the plan was a remote controlled

drone with dead bodies on board (Note Iranian Jetliner seemingly

shot down by US Navy Destroyer in 1980’s); same MO…a plane filled

with dead bodies to cover ELINT capture by the modified 707.

Perhaps this plane is simply a probe to test the commitment of

allmparties to security at GITMO. Now they know to send drones,

subs and missiles with a range of 25 miles of GITMO.

aljazeera.com/news/2023/1/22/burkina-faso-demands-departure-

of-french-troops
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Hi Michael Baxter this idea seems worth passing back to the

Marines. Perhaps they already worked this one through but who

knows? United we stand, divided we fall – and anyone can have

bright ideas.

They are a member state of the EU, and the leaders of the French

government are establishment controlled aka Deep State assholes ,

just like we have going in the US GOVERNMENT currently. The EU

and US Deep State establishment controlled assholes are OWNED

and CONTROLLED by zionist satanist degenerate deranged JEWS ,

practitioners of the cult of Judaism, again JEWS.

Because Biden and his criminal regime are recruiting fellow deep

state nations to free the traitors we are rightfully punishing and to

bring in the New World Order because he is following China’s orders.

They were well payed commando’s and they go where the smell of

money is, plus the Legion is where one goes…….to forget…..

NO , the French people are not TRAITORS, the French People and

citizens are suffering the same shit as we in the US and numerous

other Nations of the EU and the 5 EYES Nations are going through ,

being their governments are FESTOONED with establishment with

DEEP STATE ASSHOLES that are in no way representing the will of

the PEOPLE of those respective Nations .So this being said , you

should maybe tone-it -down till more information comes around and

STOP with the labels.

It’s not the French people it’s their DS government doing this. Look

at what we’ve done to other sovereign countries historically. The

French people’s sentiment is any not different than decent law

abiding Americans. If you ever go to Normandy you will see that the

French are grateful.

Please know that this RRN report on Gitmo shooting down French

military plane and RRN report of Feb. 20, 2023, on Biden Promising

“Z” a Stake in the U.S. are not listed on the front page of Real Raw
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News. Therefore, one needs to make quite an effort to locate these

two reports.

I don’t like killing frogs except for scientific investigation’s sake but

GITMO must remain secure.If they’d only bagged Macron who

evaded them through trickery the night they flipped the sozzled

traitor Pelosi’s vehicle following that drunken/adrenochrome soiree

near the end of last year perhaps none of them needed to be lost.

Foreign Legionaries are foreigners, first language spoken is French &

most of the second language spoken among them, today is

English..70 years ago, it was German…

Maybe if we ever get our head out of Michael Obama’s butt we might

take out French Guyana while we clean up Venezuela?

Kudos to Brigadier General Lance A. Okamura for his quick and

decisive action. The French A400M refused to respond to radio calls

and its transponder was inactive, so down it goes. The French should

have expected nothing less.

Biden admin hasn’t gotten the White Hat message. Will Macron get

the message?

Could it be an diverse?! Few military soldiers in that plane capacity?

Dead as a props for strategy that black hats to use as a mean of

entering without notices? I can think of several things but gitmo is

not the only tribunal’s based…..

The Arleigh Burke radars do not care if it is daytime or nighttime,

nor does the Gitmo defense. At 1400 hours flying low at 2500 feet

from the south, Gitmo defense would be looking into the sun for a 4

engine turboprop looking much like a C-130 which at first would be

assumed to be American. But defense were on their toes and took

them out.
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Seems to me, one of the first questions would be what is the state of

decomposition of these unalive bodies. Should be identical on all,

and consistent with what is known in forensics. I’m no expert, but

rigor morris sets in within a couple hrs and maxes out at about 12

hrs. Anything outside this could blow the scam.

There are numerous reasons for recovering any bodies from the shot-

down aircraft, and the White Hats will no doubt conduct post

mortem’s on the recovered bodies which will answer very many

questions which will most likely not be revealed for quite some time

if ever.

Navy divers will probably try to recover parts of the fuselage if

possible, to determine if the aircraft was carrying something more

deadly than 116 paratroopers.

After reading all the comments, I would agree that this was a fishing

trip by the cabal/C_A, but nice target practice for the men of the

A400M. Great shot, Gentlemen!

IMO could it be a remote controlled plane with leftover dead bodies

from UkroNazistan. (One found frozen bodies in a wagon neatly

packed a couple of weeks ago parked near the Polish border)

 
Why this Ops?

May be testing the Air-Defence Systems at GITMO and

surroundings?

 
Now DS know where, what and how. Thank God GITMO was quick

on their Battle Stations together with the USN ship.

IMO, marking it being a “French operation” does not add up and is

somehow a FF also.

SO WHO ORDERED THE FRENCH MILITARY TO ATTACK

AMERICAS BASE???.it’ll be interesting to HEAR THE FRENCH

PRESIDENT EXPLAIN THIS,HE will be in custodty of the US
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MILITARY SHORTLY RIGHT??..BE sure to take him to GITMO to

explain it right…WE”LL BE WAITING FOR THE NEWS OF WHAT

HE SAYS….

France just recvd a new A400M last week- wonder if the FFL sent it

[hope so lol] or an old one.

Funny thing is (in a pathetic kinda way) that NORAD was likely

tracking em since the moment they lifted off. You’d think they

woulda learned after their first debacle. 🤔

I think Soros was the original evil bishop in the Star Wars trilogy. In

a couple of scenes, you just catch a glimpse of the tip of his nose and

forehead and damn, if it doesn’t look like ol’ Georgie.

I wouldn’t be surprised if some of the other White Hat installations

have been assaulted as well.

that or there could be other reasons, such as destroy the facility,

destroy records so they can’t be used to bring down other players,

take out key WhHats….

The Serpent did not warn Adam and Eve that he was at war with

them. God’s people are being attacked today. Have you heard of any

proclamation of war from the United Nations, the EU, the NWO One

World Government Illuminati? No, of course not ….. and you won’t

either.

To Those who disparage Michael Baxter: do you disagree that these

entities are At War with America … and Christians … and those who

want their nation to retain its sovereignty?

 
If so, then maybe YOU are plants and their agents, infiltrating

America to destroy it from the inside.

WE are getting the job done. Do you think that Guantanamo was

quadrupled in size for no reason? Of that the foreign territory of

Washington D.C. is cordoned off for no reason. And tell me REALLY:

how do you like your nincompoops in the White House?
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The upvoting isn’t working, so here’e my UPVOTE for your great

comment. As for Michael Baxter, he’s a hero in my book! Thank you,

Michel, for keeping us informed.

Same. It took a few seconds, but it upvoted 2 or 3 votes so others

must have been upvoting too.

Evil intensions absolutely, well done guys & gals. Poor chumps didn’t

have a chance. That’s what happens to tyrants that try to infringe on

our rights.

If you watch the old WW2 documentaries, you will find that we are

watching an almost exact 21st century rerun of 1930 Nazi policies

and activities. One thing for sure, as we have seen from this and

previous attacks on GITMO, megalomaniacs are not noted for having

any “smarts”. These deep state actors don’t have a clue what they are

doing. I’d bet that they don’t have any idea the damage they are

doing to global civilization. The plans that they have won’t solve any

of the worlds problems and will only exacerbate the problems facing

humanity. They are all wrapped up in their delusions of grandeur,

just like WW2 nazi elites. It’s a circus of sycophants. The west needs

to stop pussy footing around and trying to play mister nice guy and

adopt the Allies approach in WW2 to dealing with the deep state

before there is nothing left to save. Just like the first V2 rocket strikes

on London, “gas leaks”. The white hats should be using their

satellites and other surveillance technologies to assist Putin in

fighting and taking down the deep state, including and perhaps most

importantly, Ass Schwab and his World Enslavement Forum! That is

the biggest threat to humanity!

Is Biden having the nuclear football bag now? According to some

report claimed it. Can you firm this?

Our sources say Bide/his double do not have the codes needed to

authorize the release of nuclear weapons.
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Biden has probably moved on from a double to a quadruple or more

by now. The body language, mobility, speech and walking gait do not

resemble the Biden from the debates with Trump, in any way shape

or form.

From the looks of the video footage from Pedo-joe Biden visit to

Poland the US Air Force aircraft he was traveling on was not the

“standard ” Air Force 747 aircraft, it looked more like the Boeing C-

32 or lesser aircraft, especially considering the transoceanic flight

does this Biden PEDOPHILE TRAITOR COMMUNIST , MARXIST

ASSHOLE ever fly on the Big Bird? I think NOT, but you would know

better than I. Take Care

Last I knew, President Trump left on AF1, with the Football. If

Trump doesn’t have it; a higher up in Military has it. None of the

ByeDone Actor’s have the football or the nuclear code. President’s go

to the next Presidents Inauguration, to give the new President the

Nuclear Football. The peaceful transition occurred from Trump to

the Military. Not from Trump to ByeDone.

And I still laugh when I think about the true military not getting

Biden and bringing him to the inauguration.

Even more hilarious is the Marines along the parade route turning

their backs as biden drove by and preventing him from entering the

white house! Priceless.

 

 


